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A BASIC problem in homotopy theory is that of determining which sth order Stable 
cohomology operations can act nontrivially on the cohomology of a two-cell complex, 
S k w ,D k+m+~. The attaching map ~ lies in the ruth stable stem, rim(S°). This problem is 
equivalent to determining which elements of ExtAps'*(Zp. Zp) are infinite cycles in the 
Adams spectral sequence. Here p is prime and Ap is the rood p Steenrod algebra. 
For s = 1 this problem is the Hopf invariant one problem and was solved by Adams 
forp = 211] and by Liulevicius[8] and Shimada nd Yamanoshita[16] forp odd. The main 
goal of this paper is to give a complete answer to this problem for s = 2 and p > 5. 
Our main constructive r sult is the following. 
THEOREM 1. For all primes p > 3 and integers j > 2 the element h0hjeExt~,(Zp, Zp) is 
an infinite cycle in the Adams spectral sequence. Furthermore if p > 5 or p = 3 and j is odd, 
hohj represents an element ~lj~n,'(S °) of order p, where n = 2(/d+ 1)(p - 1 ) -  2. 
Said differently, we will prove that there exists a stable map r/j: S"--.S ° so that in 
H*(S ° u,jD"+];Zp) the secondary cohomology operation ~0,i determined by the Adern 
relation involving P]PPJ acts nontrivially. 
Now for each prime p > 3 there are four other maps known to be detected by secondary 
cohomology operations: 
p2.. S o ~S°, #2:$4P-5 ~S°, 
ill" S2p(p-I)-2 ~S O, and //2:$4~'2-~)-2tP-~)-2 'S°. 
These classes are detected by a20, a~, b0 and kl respectively in Ext2p (Zp, Zp). (Our notation 
follows that of [1 1, §10].) Combining our Theorem 1 with the negative results of Miller et 
al.[ll,§10] and of Ravenel[14] which say that certain classes in Ext2(Zp, Zp) are not 
infinite cycles, we obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 2. For p > 5 the only classes in Ext~p (Zp, Zp) that are infinite cycles are a2o, 
al, b0, kl, and hohj for j > 1. 
We shall also obtain results about which secondary Brown-Peterson cohomology 
operations detect maps of spheres. Namely, we shall prove the following. 
THEOREM 3. For p > 5 or p = 3 andj odd, there exist elements xk ~ Ext2e.ae(BP., BP.), 
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1 <_ k < pJ - 1, so that the classes flpJk + x~ are infinite cycles m the Adams-Novikov spectral 
sequence, and they detect nontrivial homotopy classes of order p. As a special case 
fl, J/~-L + X~-L detects qj+l. 
Remark. The notation of Theorem 3 is again that of[11]. Before we describe the proofs 
of these theorems, we make some remarks concerning the primes 2 and 3. At p = 2 the 
rb--family is detected by h~hj and was shown to exist by Mahowald[9]. Mahowald's 
elements formed the first known infinite family of homotopy classes detected by secondary 
operations. This paper and a previous paper by the first author[7] were motivated entirely 
by the desire to apply Mahowald's techniques to odd primes. 
At both the primes 2 and 3 there remains one infinite family of elements in ExtA2(Zp, Zp) 
whose Adams spectral sequence behavior is as yet not understood. At p = 2 this is the Arf 
invariant family hjhj in bidegree(2,2 j+ ~) and at the prime 3 this is the analogous (though 
indecomposable) family bj = (hi, hi, hi) in bidegree (2, 2p j+ ~(p - 1)). For p > 5 Ravenel 
showed that for j > 0 bj is not an infinite cycle. 
The proof of Theorem 1 breaks into two steps. First, in §1-~3, we provide a proof of 
the following. 
THEOREM 1.1. For all primes p >_ 3 and integers j > 1, the element hob s ~ ExtA:(Z;, Zp) is 
an infinite cycle in the Adams spectral sequence and represents an element ~j~ ~.(S°). 
This result claims nothing about the order of r~j. The proof of 1.1 is rather long and 
is broken into three steps. In §1 we reduce the proof to a lemma. This lemma is proved 
in §3 after we recall some results of the first author [7] in §2, 
In ~4 we show that for p > 5 or p = 3 and j odd Oj can be modified if necessary, to 
yield an element qj of order p represented by hohj. Finally, in §5 we prove Theorem 3. 
Throughout his paper, we will be working at a fixed odd prime p. All spaces and 
spectra will be completed at p and all (co)homology will be taken with 7/p coefficients. The 
framework of the stable homotopy category where we work is provided by Adams[2]. 
§1. REDUCTION TO A LEMMA 
In this section we will prove, modulo a lemma, the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. For all primes p >__ 3 and integers j > 1, the element hohj~Ext~(Zp, Zp) is 
an infinite cycle in the Adams spectral sequence. Here ,4 = Ap is the mod p Steenrod algebra. 
We begin by fixing some notation that will be used throughout the paper. If f :  X--. Y 
is a map of spectra, let M(f )  be the mapping cone 
M(f )  = Y wfc(X).  
So in particular M(p)  is the mod p Moore spectrum 
M(p)  = S O upD I. 
Fix a prime p > 3 and an integer j > 1. Recall that h0hj~Ext](7/p, Zp) corresponds to 
an Adams relation 
j - I  
pIppJ + ~ aipp, = 0 
i=0 
with ai ~ ,4. This relation in turn induces a secondary cohomology operation q~0j in the 
usual way. See, for example[l, 8 or 7.IV.3]. 
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Set n = 2(p /+ 1)(p - 1 ) -2 .  In [7.IV] a map 
~: E"- 1M(p) ,S O 
was constructed and was shown to satisfy the following properties. 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) In H*(M(~)) ~0j(a0) = a, with zero indeterminacy. Here ao and or, are 
the generators of H*(M((/))  in dimensions 0 and n respectively. 
(b) There is an element hob j_l ~ExtA3(7/pZp) that is an infinite cycle in the Adams 
spectral sequence and is represented by the composition 
~ j: S "-I , E"-1M(p) , S O 
where i is the inclusion of the bottom cell. 
Lemma 1.2(a) is Theorem IV.c of [7] and 1.2(b) is Theorem IV(b) of [7]. 
We will recall the construction of ~'j in the next section. For now we will use its existence 
to reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to a lemma. In order to state this lemma we need to 
recall some basic information concerning Adams resolutions. For a thorough treatment 
see [2]. 
Let X be a spectrum. Then an Adams resolution for X is a sequence of spectra 
is 
, . .xs ,xs_, , . . .  ,x2 ,x ,  ,Xo=X 
K,_ I KI Ko 
so that (1) Ks is a wedge of suspensions of Eilenberg-MacLane Spectra of type KZp, (2) 
is Js - I 
j*: H*Ks--*H*Xs is surjective, and (3) X, --.X,_ 1 "* Ks_ l is a cofibration sequence. 
If Y is another spectrum, let [Y, Z]q be homotopy classes of maps EqY--*Z. Applying 
the functor [Y, - ] .  we get a spectral sequence, the Adams Spectral Sequence. If Y and 
X are connected and X is p-complete, then the Adams spectral sequence converges to 
[Y, X]. and as is well known, E~ = Ext*(H*X, H'Y) .  
Suppose f: Y--*X is a map and that there is a lifting 
x~ 
f 
Y ,X  
and that there is no lifting of f to Xs+,. Then, f is said to be on the s-line of the Adams 
Spectral Sequence. 
iq i I 
Let . . .  ' Yq ' Yq-l ' . . .  ' Yl ' Yo = Y 
1 1 
Lq  _ 1 Lo  
be an Adams resolution for Y. If f :  Y~X is on the s-line, there exist maps f~: Yq --*Xs÷q 
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so the following diagram commutes: 
A 
Yq ) Xs+ q 
fs-t 
Yq-I ' Xs+q-t 
For our purposes we will need a minimal resolution for X = S °. This is a resolution 
i I 
, E,  ' E , - I  ' . . .  'El ' E0= S O 
K,_ 1 K1 Ko 
satisfying (1)-(3) in the definition of Adams resolutions but including the additional 
requirement that 
j*: H'Ks , H*E~ 
carry the Steenrod algebra generators of H*K, bijectively to a minimal set of Steenrod 
Algebra generators for H*E~. Then, it is standard that there is an isomorphism 
zr,Z*K, ~ Ext~(Z,. Zp). (1.3) 
We list results of Liulevicius[8]. 
LEMMA 1.4(a). ExtA°(Zp, Zp) ~ Zp concentrated in grading zero. (b) ExtA~(Zp, Zp) has Zp 
basis ao in grading 1 and h, of grading 2p~(p - 1), i > 0. (c) Exta2(Zp, Zp) has Zp basis hihj, 
i <j  - 1 of grading 2(p - 1)(p'+p0; g,, i > 0 of grading 2(p - l)(p~+l + 2pi); k,, i > 0 of 
grading 2(p-1) (2p  ~+1 +pi); a0hj ' j >0  of grading 2(p-  1)p j + 1; b~, i>O of grading 
2(p - 1)p~+~; aoao, of grading 2; at, of grading 4(p - 1)+ 1. 
We can now state the lemma that will allow us to construct an element r~j ~ rrn(S °) 
represented by hohj and thereby prove Theorem 1.1. 
Let 
~: Z"- tM(p) , S O 
~j: S"- I ~ S O 
be the maps of 1.2. Then 1.2 and 1.4(a) imply there is a diagram of liftings. 
~3 ~ isis J2 
~2 E2z ,, 
~j: S "-l , Z~-tM(p)----~ SO 
,K~ 
Here E3, E2 and Ks are as above, and (3 and (2 are liftings of (j and ~, respectively. These 
exist because nnK~ = 7in_ iKs = 0 for s = 0, 1 and because 7r._ tK2 = 0. 
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LEMMA 1.6. Let  ~ j~x ,~2 ~ r  the isomorphism (1.3). Then i~j  ~ a generator for 
H 'K,  over the Steenrod Algebra and (./2 ° ~'2)*hohj = ~r,~ H"E"- I M (p ). 
Proof. This follows from 1.2. 
Here is our main lemma. 
LEMMA 1.7. In diagram 1.5, there exist liftings ~2 andS3 so that ~3 has order p in rt,_iE3. 
The proof of this lemma is the content of §2 and 3. Assuming 1.7 we can now prove 
Theorem 1.1. 
Proof of 1.1. Let 6: 2;'-~M(p) ~S"  be projection onto the top cell. Then, combining 
1.6 and 1.7, we have a commutative diagram in which the rows are cofibration sequences: 
i xp 
S n - 1 ~. ' Zn - In (p )  , S n , S n 
J2 
Ei , E2 , K2 , £,E,. 
Because ~3 has order p, the composite S"--~ K2~7,E3 is null-homotopic. Therefore there 
is a lifting 
This implies that h0hj is an infinite cycle and is represented by the composition 
rl/" Sn  ~2 i, * i2 ' E2 'S  °. • 
We are therefore reduced to proving Lemma 1.7. To do this we'll need to recall the 
construction of the map ~ from [7]. We do this in §2. In §3 we will prove 1.7 and thereby 
complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
§2. CONSTRUCTION OF 
In this section we recall some results of the first author[7] and prove a curious lemma 
about the structure of Brown-Gitler spectra. We begin by recalling an outline of the 
construction of the map 
~: 7,~-IM(p) , S °. 
Let t(Vk)= C:(k) + AzkS l(k) be the Thorn space of the k-plane bundle Vk: 
C2(k ) x ~k Rk ' C2(k )/Zk 
where C2(k) is the configuration space C2(k) = {(x~ . . . . .  Xk) E (R2) k such that xi ~ xj i f /~ j} .  
t(Vk) is a Snaith stable wedge summand of f22S 3. That is, there is an equivalence of 
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Z~122S3 , V Z~t(Vk). 
~- k>l  
See [17] and [4] for a discussion of this splitting. 
In [7.I1] was shown that 
I~*t(Vpk ) ~- A /A {Z(fl'P'): pi + E > k} ® #k 
where /~k is a class, of dimension 2k(p - 1) and Z is the canonical antiautomorphism of
the Steenrod Algebra. In particular then 
I~* t (V J+ l+p)  ~-A/a{Z(fl 'ei):  i >p j - l ,  E = 0, 1} ®/~ 
where # is a class of dimension 2(pJ+ l)(p - 1). 
One of the thrusts of [7] was to deduce that t(V~÷~+p)was homotopy equivalent o 
B(pJ- l)___th e p i -  l_p_primary Brown-Gitler spectrum. Much follows from this--2.2 below 
for instance. 
Set s = - 2p j - 2p + 1. An easy calculation shows that as a spectrum we have the 
following: 
(i) H 2a("- o- ~Z,t(V~+ 1 +p) ~ Zp generated by aj = Z(flP a - 'Pa -2 . . .  PPPt[3)(v) where 
v is Steenrod Algebra generator of H.Z,t(V~+ i +p), and (ii) If 
~j = Z(flPa-t Pe- ' .  . . P l)(v)~H*Z't(V~+ l p), then/3~j = aj. 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a map g:Z*t(V~+l+p)--.S° so that in H*M(g):  
(a) PPJ(ao) = ~aj and all other primary operations are zero on ao. Here ao is the generator 
of H°M(g). (b) Fbi_~(tr0)= ,r~ 9 modulo indeterminacy, where Fbj_, is the secondary co- 
homology operation corresponding to bj_ 1 ~ ExtA 2"2mtp- l)(Zp, Zp). 
Lemma 2.1(a) is Theorem IV.2.1 of [7], and 2.1(b) is Theorem IV.3.4. of [7]. ~ will 
factor through g. 
LEMMA 2.2. There is a map ~:Zn-lM(p)--*F.'t(V~+t+p) so that in H*M(~). 
(a) Pt(09)= ( -  1)J2Zan_l; (b) Pl(aj)= Ztr~ where try_ l and tr~ generate H~- tZn- tM(p)  
and H"Z ~- I M (p ) respectively. 
Lemma 2.2(a) is Lemma IV.5.2 of [7] and 2.2(b) is Theorem IV.I.I of [7]. The map 
~: Z n- tM(p)---,S° was defined to be the composition 
~: ~n- lM(p)  ¢- ' ff, s t (V J+ l+~)  , S O .
g 
Standard composition methods allow us to combine 2.1 with 2.2 to conclude that in 
H*M(~),  ~0j(a0) = Za, modulo indeterminacy. The indeterminacy is then computed to be 
zero. See §IV.5 of [7]. 
In order to prove Lemma 1.7 (and therefore Theorem l.l) we will need to know that 
the identity map of t(V~+L+p) has stable order p. To do this we will show that t(V~+l+p) 
is a stable wedge summand of t(V/+~) ^  t(Vp). This will be sufficient since 
t (lip) ~- Z 2g- 2(M(p)). 
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~,°°122S3~- V t(Vk). 
k>l  
Let m be the composition of spectra maps 
m: t(V/+l)  A t(V.) ,Z°°(I22S 2x 122S 3) 
* , ,~2S3 , t (V~+l+p) .  
Here * is the H-space multiplication of ~t'~2S3. 
LEMMA 2.3. There is a map d:t(V~+l+p)--*t(V~ +1) A t(Vp) so that m °d  is a self- 
homotopy equivalence o f  t(V~+l+p). That is, t(V~+l+p) is a wedge summand of 
t(V~ +I) A t(Vp). 
Proof. Let A : ~2S3-,~2S3 x fl2S3 be the diagonal map. d is the composition 
d 
d: t(V~+l+p) --* Z°~g22S 3 , ~°~(g22S3 x f22S 3) , t(V~ +l) ^ t(Vp). 
We make a homology calculation. At primes p >_ 3, 
H .I22S 3 = E(ao, a,  . . .) ® 7/p[bl, b2 . . .] 
as a Hopf algebra. The multiplication is induced by m and the comultiplication by A. a; 
has dimension 2 f -  1 and b~ has dimension 2 f -2 .  
As remarked above H*t(V~+'+p) is a cyclic A module and its generator is the dual of 
bl ~+~. Now 
A*bl~+l = k bla+l-k®blk" 
So, (m ° d).bl ~+ ~ = bt ~+ 1. Since H*t(V/+ 1+,) is cyclic, (m ° d)* is an isomorphism. Since 
we are localized at p, this implies that m ° d is a homotopy equivalence. 
By previous remarks and results of [7.II], m* is induced by Caftan diagonal in the 
Steenrod Algebra: 
m*: H*t(V~ +1 +p) _~ A/A{z(fl~p'): i >f-l} 
,A/A{xffl~f): i +E  > pJ-~} ® A/A{z~'p~): i >_ I} 
~-H*t(V/+') ^ t(Vp). 
Thus, m*: Hk~,st(VJp+l+p)--*Hk(~,st(V~ +1) A (Vp)) is an isomorphism 
k > 2pJ(p - 1) - 4. Let G be the composition 
for 
gtl 
G: Z't(V~+l) A t(Vr) ' Z~t( V:+1" r +pJ~ g ' S° 
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and let/ i  be the composition 
( a 
/.i: Z'"- IM(p) , Z't(V~+~+,) , Z't(V~ +1) A t(V,). 
Then, the above remarks, 2.1 and 2.2, imply the following result. 
LEMMA 2.4(a). In H*M(G),  P~(tro)= Zm*aj and Fbj(tro)=m*otj modulo zero indeter- 
minacy. All other primary operations are zero on ao (b) In H*M(/~), 
plm*~j = ( -  1)J2Za,_l and Plm*aj= Ea,. (c) ~-t  = G °/Z 
This completes our recapitulation of results from [7]. We might remark, in closing, that 
2.3 is true in much greater generality. 
If k ~p~, then write the p-adic expansion ofpk  
pk = c lp '  1 d- ¢2Pi2 d- . . . d- c,.p',.m >_ 2 
with il >/2 > • • • >im and 1 < cj < p - 1 for each j. 
Then t(Vpk) is a wedge summand of 
(t(Vpi,) A . . .  A t(V~',)) A . . .  A (t(Vp',) A . . .  A t(Vpi,)). 
C I Cn 
The methods of 2.3 suffice. One can observe also that similar splittings at the prime p = 2 
exist. 
§3. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 1.7 
This section is devoted to showing that there exist maps ~3 and ~2 so that ~3 is of order 
p and so that we have a commutative diagram 
S" - t , Z'" - tM(p) 
E 3 , E 2 , S 0 . 
As shown in §1, this will complete a proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Our goal is to produce spaces Yt and T~, and maps v, 6, and G,, so that we have a 
commutative diagram 
Sn_ l  v ) YI fl ~ E3 
Z"- 'M(p)  ~ ' T, A t(V,) at, E2 (3.1) 
Then (3 will be fl °v and (2 will be G1 o ~. As the notation suggests, I"1 and T~ will be 
first stages in Adams resolutions for certain spaces Y and T. 
For any spectrum Z, let p: Z~Z be p-times the identity. In order to show (3 has order 
p we will use a null-homotopy of G, °p: Ti ^ t(Vp)-~E2 (recall t(Vp)" E2p-2M(p)) to 
build a lifting f~ and a diagram 
v ~ p  fi 
S ' - I  ' YI ' Yt ' E3. 
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(Recall that E3---~E2---~K2 is a cofibration sequence). This lifting f~ will be sufficiently 
explicit so that we will be able to conclude that j~ °v is zero in cohomology. Thus, since 
Z-~K2 is a wedge of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces, we will have that f  ° v is null-homotopic. 
It then follows that ~3 =f~ ° v is of order p. 
The task is now three-fold. 
(1) Define Tl, Y~, and the maps fl and Gv 
(2) Construct maps v and f. 
(3) Construct and analyze J~. 
We begin with Step (1). Let T = Z't(V/+ i ) .  Then, since H*Tis  cyclic over the Steenrod 
Algebra, let T-~ Z,KZp classify the Steenrod Algebra generator of H* T. Let the following 
be a cofibration sequence 
w 
Tl ~ T ~ Z'KZp. 
T~ is the first stage of an Adams resolution for T. Since, for any spectrum Z, KZp ^ Z 
is a wedge of Eilenberg-Maclane spectra of type KZp, we have a cofibration sequence 
W^I  
T, A t(V.) , T ^ t(V.) , Z 'KZ .  A t(V.) 
and T~ A t(Vp) is the first stage of an Adams resolution for T A t(Vp). 
Lemma 2.4(a) gives us a map G: T A t (Vp)~S ° on the l-line of the Adams Spectral 
Sequence converging to IT A t(Vp), S°]. So, by our remarks in §1, we have a map 
G~: 7"1 A t(Vp)~E2 so that the following diagram commutes 
GI 
T, ^ t(Vp)--"-'~ E2 
1 1 
G 
T A t(Vp) ' S °. 
(3.2) 
This is T I and G~. Let us now define Y. 
Observe that HqT A t(Vp)=0 for q>2pJ (p -1 )  and, if q=2pJ (p -1 ) - l ,  
HqT A t(Vp)~-Zp. Let Y be the 2pJ(p - 1) -  2 skeleton of T A t(Vp). Then, we may 
assume that there is a cofibration sequence 
Y , T A t(Vp) , S k+l. (3.3) 
i 
where k = 2pJ(p - 1) - 2. 
Since i* is surjective in cohomology, we can form a commutative diagram of 
cofibration sequences 
Y, , r , x ' t cz .  A t (v . )  
T, A t(V.) , r A t(V.) , Z'K7/p A t(V.) 
and Yl will be the first stage of an Adams resolution for Y. From (3.2) we get a diagram 
GI 
Y1 ' Tl A t(Vp) , E2 
1 l l 
i 
Y , TAt (Vr )  G SO. 
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Lemma 2.4(a) implies that any lifting of G ~ i: Y - ,S  ° to E, lifts to E,.. Therefore, by our 
remarks on Adams resolutions, we may find a map f :  Y, - ,E  3 so that the following diagram 
commutes 
fl 
Y, , E3 
T, ^ t(V,) G ,  E: 
This completes Step 1 of our proof. We begin Step 2, the construction of v and 6. Let 
~: ~"-lM(p)---+T A t(Vp) be the map of 2.4(b) and let /~ be the composition 
S" - ' -~  S" - IM(p)  ~--~ T ^ t(Vp). 
LEMMA 3.4. There is a map ft: S" - ' - ,  Y making the following diagram commute: 
Y 
s"-' , T A t(v.). 
Proof. Referring to the cofibration sequence (3.3) we have a composition 
u ¢ 
S "-1 , T A t(Vp) , S k+' 
Since 
result now follows. 
Lemma 3.4 implies that we have a diagram 
n = 2p~(p - 1) + 2(p - 1) - 2 and k = 2pJ(p - 1) - 2, ~b ° # e z~p_4(S °) = 0. The 
S "-l ' Y , XtKZ~ A t(Vp) 
1 1 11 
w A id  
Z'" - tM(p)  , T A t(Vp) , StKZ,  A t(V,) 
For dimensional reasons (w ^ id) ° fi is null-homotopic, and, thus, there exists liftings 
v of fi and 6 of fi so that the following diagram commutes: 
v 
S ' - '  ' Yt 
1 1 
6 
~' - 'M(p)  , T, A t(V,). 
If ~: ,S ' - 'M(p) - ,S  ° and ~j: S" - ' - ,S  ° are the maps of Lemma 1.2, then our definitions 
and construction imply that the following result holds. 
LEMMA 3.5. (3 =f~ ° v: S"-t -,E3 is a lift&g of(i, ~2 = Gt ° 6: Z" - 'M(p) - ,E2  is a lifting 
of ~, and we have a commutative diagram 
~3 
S"-l , E3 
Z"- 'M(p)  , E2 
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This completes Step 2 of our proof. We begin Step 3, the construction and study of 
J~. To this end we study Y~ more closely, produce a space X~, and a cofibration sequence 
X, A t(Vp) , Y, , S k k = 2pJ(p -1 ) -  2. 
Let us define X and X~. Recall that T=Z' t (V /+~) .  Then HqT=O for 
q > 2(p y - 2)(p - 1) - 2 and, if q = 2(p j - 2)(p - 1) - 2, then HqT = 7/,, generated by 
Z(f lP~-tP~-2. . .PPPt)w.  Here, w is the generator of H*T.  Let X be the 
2(p j - 2)(p - 1) - 3 skeleton of T. Then we may assume we have a cofibration sequence 
X ~ T ~ S 2(p)-2)(p-l)-2. 
In fact, we have a diagram in which both rows and columns are cofibration sequences 
x A t(Vp) , Y , S k 
.ZkM(p ) , Sk+J xp , S 1. (3.6) 
w 
Notice that X ~ T ~ Z 'KZp is surjective in cohomology. (w is the Steenrod Algebra 
generator of H*T. )  Thus, we have a diagram of cofibration sequences 
Xl , X , Z 'KZp 
1 lw  iI 
rl , r , Z 'KZ . .  
X~ is the first stage of an Adams Resolution for X. Referring to (3.6) we have a 
commutative diagram 
X, A t(Vp) ' Y, ' 7"1 A t(Vp) 
1 1 1 
x ^ t (v , )  , r" , r ^ t(V,) 
1 1 1 
Z'KZ, ^ t (V,) , Z'KZ, ^ t (V,) = Z 'KZ,  ^ t (V,). (3.7) 
Combining these remarks, we note that the following lemma holds. 
LEMMA 3.8. There is a commutative diagram in which both rows and columns are 
cofibrations : 
P S k x ,  ^ t (v , )  , r', , 
l 1 N 
X A t(V,) , Y , S k 
l . 1 1 
Z'KZ,  ^ t(Vp) , Z'KZ,  ^ t(V,) , * 
k = 2pJ(p - 1) - 2 and * =point. 
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This brings us to the construction ofj~. We refer to the diagram: 
. . . . .  ,S - 'K , .  
:,._. . . . . . . .  [ 
.~-~-"  p fl 
Yl'" ' Y1 ' E2 
P G2 
T, A t(Vp) , T, A t(Vp) , E2 
LI~MMA 3.9. There exists an element dp ~rckZ-IK2(k = 2pJ(p - l ) -  2) 
f~ ° p: YI ~E3 factors as a composition 
p 
f, ° P: I:1 , S k , X- IK: , E. 
so that 
Remark. p is as in (3.8). We will set f, = $ o p. Before proving (3.9), let us show that 
(3.9) implies that Lemma 1.7 holds. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Let ~3 =./'1 ° v: S"-~--*E3. Then ~3 has order p. 
Proof. We ask whether S "- 
may be written 
P 
S n - I  
~3 
, E3 is null-homotopic. This composition 
v p fl 
S"- l  ' YI ' Yl ' E3 
which, in turn, by (3.9), may be written 
v p 
sn-  I ) E1 ' Sk , ~- IK . ' "  , E 3" - - L  
Since n -  l=2pf fp -  l )+2(p -1) -3  and k =2p J (p -  1) -2 ,  p °v is zero in co- 
homology. Thus, ~b °p °v is null-homotopic. 
This completes the proof of (3.10). 
Thus proving Lemma 1.7 and therefore Theorem 1.1 has been reduced to proving (3.9). 
Proof of(3.9). Letp: t(Vp)--,t(Vp) bep times the identity. Since t(Vp) ~ 2~2p-ZM(p) this 
map is null-homotopic (remember p > 3). Now if Z is any spectrum let c(Z)  be the cone 
on Z. Let 
h: c(t(Vp) , t(Vp) 
extend p. Then the composition 
H,: (1:1) 
iAh  G I 
, c(T,  A t (V , ) )  = Tl A c ( t (V , ) )  , T, A t (V , )  ' E2 
is a null homotopy of i 3 °f l  °p .  (i3; E3-"+E3)" When restricted to 
c(X, A t(V~))~c(Y,)  
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H 1 factors through the map (refer to (3.7)) 
IAh fl 
1-12: c(Xl A t(Vp))= X~ A c(t(Vp)) ' Xl A t(Vp) ' Yl ' E3. 
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Define ~: Y~ u c(Xl A t(Vn))~E 3 to be the union of fl °P on 
c(X~ A t(Vp)). Observe that 
Y1 u c(Xl A t(Vv) ,,~ S K. (Refer to (3.8).) 
We then have a commutative diagram with ~ ° p =f~ °p 
P 
Yt SX~- Y1 u c(Xl A t(Vp)) , E 3 
c(YO , E~. 
Y1 and H~ on 
Thus i3 o ~ is null-homotopic since it factors through c(YO. Hence there is a lifting ~b" 
~:- IK 2 
This completes the proof of (3.9) and, therefore, Step 3 of our proof of Lemma 1.7. 
~14. /~ j  DETEC'I'S X MAP OF ORDER p 
The goal of this section is to show that, not only is hoh j an infinite cycle in the Adams 
Spectral Squence (Theorem 1.I), but it reppresents an element ~/j • nnS ° of order p. This 
follows from the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let p be a prime greater than 3 or let p = 3 andj be odd. Then there exists 
a map 
fl:: S n ' Z-~M(P)  (n=2(p J+ l ) (p -1 ) -2 )  
so that in H* M (flj), ~0j(a0) =$an, where" go • H°~, - l M (p ) and an • HnS n. are the genera tors. 
Observe that Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 1.1 imply Theorem 1 of the introduction by 
letting r b. be the composition 
rl:: sn ~.~i ,?_~M(p) 6 , S o 
where 6 pinches to the top cell of Z-~M(p).  
Fix a prime p and integer j conforming to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1. The proof 
of 4.1 proceeds in three steps: 
(1) We produce a map r~j: ~,nM(p)~M(p)  so that in H*M(~/), ~0j(a0)= 2~an and 
• 0j(o't)---~'o'n+ 1 with zero indeterminacy. Here o i generates the appropriate cohomology 
group. 
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(2) We produce a map Ej: Z"M(p) - - tM(p)  so that in H*M(Ej)q~oj(ao)= ( -  1)J-~22;a, 
and ~oj(a~) = Sa,+ ~ with zero indeterminacy. 
(3) Then we set yj = Ej + ( - 1)J2r~: Z"M(p)~M(p) .  Then in H'M(7,), ~0a(a0) = 0 and 
• 0,j(a~) = (1 + ( -  1)J2)Za.÷~ with zero indeterminacy. 
From this we will argue, in an analogous manner to our proof of Theorem 1.I, that 
there exists a map 6~: S"+~--*M(p) satisfying Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. Consider the map yj of Step 3. If j is even and p = 3, then, in H*M(Y7), 
q~0j(tr 0 = (1 + ( -- 1)/2)Za,+ t = 0. Thus our proof breaks down. This explains the hypoth- 
esis of Theorem 4.1 and of Theorem 1 of the introduction. 
Step 1 of our program is easy. Let r~j: S"--.S ° be the map given by Theorem 1.1. Set 
Oj = ~j ^  id: S" ^ M(p)~S ° ^ M(p) .  
LEMMA 4.2. In H*M(r~j), ~0j(a0)= Ztr, and ~0j(at)= Z~b,+ t with zero indetermincy. 
Proof. ~j is represented by hohj in the E2 term of the Adams Spectral Sequence. The 
result now follows. 
Step 2 is only a bit harder. For this we must combine and interpret some of the results 
of §2. 
Let U = Z't(V~+~+p) be the spectrum of §2. The Lemma 2.3 implies that the identity 
map of U has order p. Thus the map 
1 A6:  U AZ- tM(p)  ,U  A S O 
has a section T: U~U ^ Z-~M(p)  so that (1 A 6) ° ~ is the identity of U. 
Recall that H*U is cyclic over the Steenrod Algebra with generator v, so we may 
consider elements aj = Z (tiP p~- 'P~J- 2... p ~fl)(v) and ~j = X ([ 3P~- ' . . .  P ~)(v ) in H* U. 
Now, let g: U~S ° be the map of 2.1. Set ~ to be the composition 
ip gA/d 
g: ZU , U A M(p)  , M(p) .  
Then Lemma 2. I and a calculation of the cohomological properties of ~u imply that 
the following result holds. 
LEMMA 4.3. In H*M(g) ,  P~(ao) = - Zotj and P~(aO = Zaj. 
We can now define Ej. Let (: Z"-~M(p)--*U be the map of 2.2. Then in H*M(( )  we 
saw that P~(0tj)= ( -  l)J2Za,_l and P~(aj)= Za,. We define Ej to be the self map of the 
Moore spectrum given by the composition 
Ej: Z"M(p)  , ZU ,M(p).  
LEMMA 4.4. In H*M(~j), qBoj(a0)=(-l)J-12Z'a, and q~0j(al)= Za, both with zero 
indeterminacy. 
Proof. This follows from 4.3 and 2.2. 
We now begin Step 3. 
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Define 
~)i = Ej all- ( - -  1)J2~j: Z"M(p) , M(p) .  
COROLLARY 4.5• In H*(yi) 
• 0j(a0) = 0 and ~0./(al)= (1 + ( -  l)J2))(Za,+l) both with zero indeterminacy• 
Proof. This follows from 4.2 and 4.4. 
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let 
, / /3  , / /2  , E1 ' S O 
t 
k2 
be the minimal Adams resolution for S O given in §1. Then 
. . .  E 3 /k M(p)  , E 2 A M(p)  , E, A M(p)  , M(p)  
1 
K2 A M(p)  
is an Adams resolution of M(p).  rc,+j(K2 A M(p))_~ Z v generated by an element hat 
represents hohje Ext~p(H*M(p), 7/2) where under the homomorphism 
8.: ExtA.(H*M(p).  Z.) , Exta.(H*(S1), Zp) - ExtA(Z v, g v) 
cS.(h0hj) = hohj. (Recall that 6: M(p)---* S ~ is the pinch map.) 
We now essentially repeat he argument given to prove Theorem 1.1 in order to prove 
Theorem 4.1. Namely, by Corollary 4.5 there exists a diagram of liftings 
E3 A M(p)  
~j .3 /  1 
S"' , Z"M(p)  , M(p)  
~j 
Furthermore, by 4.5 there exists a commutative diagram of cofibration sequences 
P 
S" , T_,"M(p) , S "+1 ' S "+l 
E~ ^  m(p) , & ^ m(p) , K~ ^  m(p) , ~.E~ ^ m(p). 
Because p > 3, the identity map of M(p)  is of order p. Therefore the composition 
S "÷1 , S "÷1 , ZE3 A M(p)  is null homotopic. Thus there exists a lifting 
P ~y.3 
E2 A g(p)  
n',. / 
/ 1 
S"+' K :  A M(p)  
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Define ~/~ to be the composition S "'-~ ,E, A M(p)~M(p) .  ~l'j is represented bv 
(1 + ( -  l)J2)h0h~ in Ext~, (H*M(p) ,  Z~). Now set ~ = Z-tq~lj ,  where q sZp is the multi- 
plicative inverse of 1 + ( - 1)J2 in 7p. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1 and therefore of Theorem 1 in the 
introduction. 
§5. MORE INFINITE FAMILIES IN n ,S  O 
We now turn to Theorem 3 of the introduction. Let p be an odd prime and j be any 
positive integer if p > 5 or if p = 3 let j be odd. Theorem 1 yields a map 
rb+ ~: S" , S °, n = 2(p j+ 1 .21_ 1)(p - 1) - 2 
of order p represented by hohj+~ in the Adams spectral sequence. Consider the following 
diagram 
s2i(p- 1) -  I M (p ) 
; /  1 
S" + 2i(p - 1) , S2~(p- 1). 
~j+l  
,xi 
, S -1M(p)  , S O 
(5.1) 
Here ~t; Z2(p- l )M(p) - - .M(p)  is a map of Moore spectra which makes the diagram 
commute 
ZZ~P-t)M(p) , M(p)  
J 1' 
S2(p- l) ) S l 
where ~t ~ ~2p-3(S0) is the generator. ~ is the composition of ~ with itself i times, rTj+~ is 
a lifting of rb+ ~ which exists becasue qj+t has order p (see 4.1). 
Def ine  ~j+l,i~.7~n+2i(p_l)(S O) by ~b+L~= 6 o ~i-t o qj+l" Observe that qj+l = ~b+L~. 
THEOREM 5.2. qj+t.~ is essential for  1 < i < pJ- -  1. 
We begin the proof by recalling the results of Miller et al.[ll] concerning the 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence based on the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP. 
THEOREM 5.3. For p > 3 
(1) Ext°e se(BP .,  BP .)  = Zp, concentrated in degree zero. 
(2) [12] Ext~e se (BP .BP  .)  is generated by classes ot,e,,. +1 (for m > 0, p [ s > l) of  order 
p ,  +l and degree "2sp"(p - 1). 
(3) [11] Ext~e ne(BP, ,  BP , )  is a direct sum of  cyclic subgroups generated by classes 
fl,e.,~.,+,,for m > O, p X s > 1, j  >_ 1, i >_ O, and subject to (a) j <pro /fs = 1; (b) pi l j  <_ am_i '
where ao = 1 and ak = pk + p~ - I _ 1, k =2_ 1 and (c) am_ ~_ t < J i f  pi + t [j. flsp~/~j.  + ~) has order 
pi+ l and degree 2(p 2 -  l ) sp" -  2(p - l)j. 
Note 1. We write p%q:/, + ~ = cq¢. and Pgfl,z,/ty. i+ o = fl~z"lJ. 
(2) Novikov showed in [12] that cq¢./,+i detects an element of order p"+~ in 
n2~tp_ 1)-t(S°) contained in the image of J. 
Recall that there is a map of ring spectra 4: BP~KZp.  This yields a map of 
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Adams-type spectral sequences, and thus a map 
0 , :  Extnpne(BP,, BP , )  , Ext~(Zp, Zp). 
In [11] it was shown that ~,(flp,/~_~)= hoh~+l. Thus we can conclude the following. 
LEMMA 5.4. Let r/y+l: S~--*S ° be a map of order p detected by hohj+ 1. Then tlj÷ 1 is 
represented by [3pj/~_ ~+ x in the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence, where 
x ~ExtneBe(BP,, BP , )  is in the kernel of ~ , .  
Remark. As pointed out to us by S. Oka, a study of 5.23 yields that x is of the form 
~o 
x = 2.  c~o, . -  ~lpJ- ~-  
k>l 
where t, = (p 2k + l + 1/p + 1), and where Ck E Zp. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. The cofibration sequence S O , S O , M(p)  
a short exact sequence in Brown-Peterson homology: ~p i 
6 
, S ~ induces 
xp i, 
0 , BP ,  , BP ,  , BP , / (p )  ,0 
where BP,  = BP , (S° )=n,BP  = Ztp)[v]' where dim v~= 2( f  -1 ) .  This induces a long 
exact sequence in Ext: 
xp i. 
, Ext~e Be(BP,, BP, )  , Ext[ese(BP,,  BP , )  , 
¢$, 
Ext'se.s,(BP,, BP, / (p) )  , Ext~ ~s~(BP,, BP, )  
and 6,  is induced by a map of spectral sequences[6]. Theorem 5.3 and this long exact 
sequence imply that Ext~p Bp(BP,, BP, / (p) )  is a 7'fvector space generated by elements ~j 
and fl~:/j where i ,~:/~ + l = ~:  and 6 ,~p,,/j = fl~r'/J" 
Lemma 5.4 then implies that rTj+~ (of 5.1) is represented by a class of the form 
k>l  
where c eZp. (Note: Since ~pl÷,+~ represents an element in n,M(p)  in the image of 
i: S o ~ M(p) ,  fly can he chosen so that c = 0.) 
Now recall that ~-~: Z2"-~)(P-~)M(p)~M(p) induces multiplication by v~ ~-~ in 
BP, (M(p) )=BP, / (p ) .  Therefore, by the construction of the fl's, the element 
~j+ l,i = ~i--I o ~j+ 1: Sn+2(i-l)(p-l)....~. Z -1M(p) is represented by 
k>l  
(See [11].) Thus r/j+ Li is represented by 
~pJ/pJ--1 "~- E Ck~tkPJ -2k/pj-2k--1 
k>l 
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wh ich  is nonzero  for  i <p  J -  1 by 5.3. S ince this  c lass cannot  be in the image o f  a 
d i f ferent ia l  in the Adams-Nov ikov  spectra l  sequence ,  r/j+ l.~ must  there fore  by a nonzero  
homotopy  class. 
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